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(proportion of the utterance composed of vocalic intervals), ΔC
and ΔV (standard deviations of consonant and vowel duration
respectively). These should account for syllable structure
complexity, where higher values correspond to simpler
syllables. The rate normalised measures proposed by [8]
(VarcoV and VarcoC) indicate differences in vocalic and
consonantal interval durations which are not speech-rate
dependent. Analogous to %V, ΔC, and ΔV, higher scores would
indicate higher variability. Finally, Pairwise Variability Index
measures proposed by [5], PVI-V for vowels, PVI-C for
consonants, associate rhythm with local interval duration
relationships which should reflect how much variability there is
between successive consonants and vowels.
Rhythm metrics are not without their shortcomings [1, 3, 6,
9, 10]. Methodology, especially at the level of the materials
used, can have a great effect on the results. In [3]’s study, scores
were influenced by the elicitation method, task type, as well as
the inter-speaker variability. Also, [9] found a significant effect
of the syllable structure of the materials on the results for %V.
Further, [10] showed some variability in scores due to
differences in segmentation criteria. Most studies follow the
standards in [11] for segmentation, but there are differences in
methodology among studies which may have a bearing on the
results for Chilean Spanish. One example of this is classifying
prevocalic glides [j] and [w] as belonging either to the vocalic
or consonantal intervals. Most studies place onglides as part of
the consonantal interval (see [9, 12, 13, 14]) following [7],
while a few have followed [5] and [15] who consider these as
part of the vocalic intervals (see [16, 17]). The anti-hiatic
tendency of Spanish [18] favours the creation of diphthongs
which are shorter than hiatuses; classifying onglides as
consonants could therefore impact the duration of intervals.
Another potential issue is the presence of allophonic variants
and changes in voice quality. For example, it is often unclear
how to classify the intervals with devoiced vowels given that
these are acoustically consonants but phonologically vowels
[19]. In [5], for example, their approach to segmentation was
mainly acoustic, so vowels with no voicing were included in the
consonantal intervals. Creaky phonation and breathy vowels
can also be present in speech samples, and extreme realisations
of creaky voice and the voiceless formant structure of breathy
voice can make segments longer [20], which would ultimately
affect interval durations and durational variability.

Abstract
This paper is a preliminary account of speech rhythm and some
phonological properties of Chilean Spanish in spontaneous
dialogues. Different dialects of Spanish have been studied using
rhythm metrics measuring the durational variability of vocalic
and consonantal intervals. There are, however, methodological
issues regarding the segmentation of intervals, often overlooked
in previous research, such as the criteria for categorising certain
segments into the different intervals and the segmentation of
different voice qualities. The present study addresses this gap
and compares rhythm metrics obtained using two methods of
segmentation based on the available literature. The analyses
reveal that a strictly ‘acoustic’ approach to segmentation of
intervals results in slightly inflated metrics. Nevertheless, both
methods show there is significant durational interval variability
in Chilean Spanish, compared to other dialects of Spanish, that
may be connected to phonological properties of the variety.
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1. Introduction
The study of speech timing, the rhythmic properties of a
language, has long attracted the attention of researchers. More
recent work has shown that the production and perception of
speech timing is influenced by suprasegmental features,
including duration, intensity, and fundamental frequency [1, 2,
3], where duration has received the most attention. The
phonological and phonotactic characteristics of languages that
can affect durational patterns are phonemic vowel length, the
presence (or lack thereof) of vowel reduction, and the different
implementations of stress correlates [4]. As a result, subsyllabic units may play an important part in determining
rhythmic properties [1]. Current approaches to the study of
rhythm measure the variability of vocalic and consonantal
intervals to describe and classify languages within the spectrum
of syllable-, stress, or mora-timed languages relying on rhythm
metrics [5]. Though the effectiveness of these metrics has been
called into question [6], they still offer some insight into the
phonotactic properties of a language. This is especially the case
when comparing varieties of a particular language when these
are known to differ in terms of their phonological and
phonotactic characteristics. For this reason, this paper applies
rhythm metrics with the aim of describing the prosodic aspects
of Chilean Spanish (CLS), an understudied variety whose
idiosyncrasies may affect speech timing.
The metrics employed for the study of rhythm are meant to
account for variations based on vowel and consonant interval
durations. [7] proposes measures that reflect phonological
properties, instantiated at the phonetic/acoustic level: %V

1.1. Spanish in the Americas
Spanish has long been considered a canonically syllable-timed
language [21] [22], where syllables occur in regular intervals
and are of relatively equal length. More recently, it has been
said that the impression of Spanish as ‘syllable-timed’ is due to
the prevalence of CV syllables, little or no vowel reduction, no
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vowel length distinction, and less pre-boundary lengthening
than other languages [9]. Though there are some studies into the
rhythm of Latin American Spanish (LAS) varieties [13] [17],
most cross-linguistic work to-date is based on Castilian or
peninsular Spanish (PS). Yet, PS and LAS can differ greatly,
due to the latter’s contact with indigenous languages [23] [24].
The vowel system of Spanish has been described as very
stable, with some degree of reduction in unstressed syllables but
not as extensive as in English [25]. The few studies carried out
on contact varieties reveal that certain dialects of LAS show
more extensive vowel reduction [24]. Some Mexican varieties
have ‘falling vowels’, where unstressed vowels (especially in
contact with /s/) become reduced, or completely elided [26].
Moreover, whole syllables can be elided in fast speech in words
such as ‘ta’ [ta] for ‘está’ [esˈt̪ a] [23]. Another issue that may
affect duration is hiatus resolution in sequential vowels, which
can be dealt with in four ways: no change (vowels remain in
separate syllables), diphthongisation, monophthongisation
(fusion of identical vowels, elision, or coalescence), or the
insertion of a consonant [27, 28, 32]. Given the anti-hiatic
tendency of LAS, vowel hiatus tends to be resolved rather than
maintained. In [27], resolution was three times more prevalent
than maintenance, and even more so for high-frequency words.
This implies that LAS varieties which favour hiatus resolution
could have more variable vocalic intervals considering that
diphthongs tend to be shorter than hiatuses.
Most varieties of Spanish are prone to the lenition of
consonants [24], prevalent in LAS and PS [30]. The two types
of lenition which have received the most attention are: the
aspiration of /s/ and the spirantisation of voiced plosives. slenition has three potential allophones: [s], [h], and zero
realisation. In situations where /s/ is elided, speakers may
produce compensatory lengthening of the adjacent segment to
distinguish between minimal pairs, as in ‘pesca’ [ˈpeːka] vs
‘peca’ [ˈpeka] [23, 31]. According to [13], s-lenition can lead
to changes in vocalic ratio as well as greater consonant interval
variation. Lenition of voiced plosive results in the spirantised
approximants /β̞, ð̞, ɣ̞/. Realisations of these plosives range from
a stop, to close approximation, to a vocalic variant which is
almost indistinguishable from neighbouring vocalic segments
[31]. Elision is also very common, especially in the case of /d/
in the morpheme ‘-ado’ [24]. The extent of lenition and elision
varies greatly among dialects and it even extends to voiceless
plosives, which can be realised as spirantised approximants in
intervocalic position [30]. The tendency of LAS towards
voicing of voiceless plosives could also affect rhythm; [32]
found that variations in voiceless/voiced intervals can even
distinguish between rhythm classes.

CLS phonology has not been widely studied. Regarding vowel
duration, [23] describes a phenomenon whereby vowels
become lengthened in contact with palatal consonants, and [38]
reports length variations for identical vowels in contact
depending on their degree of lexical stress. Little has been
mentioned about voice quality or the existence of devoiced
vowels, but there is clear evidence of these in the data analysed
in this study (see Figure 1). In terms of consonants, [39] studied
the degree of s-lenition, where -s morphemes were retained to
a higher degree in higher socioeconomic strata, and in [34] the
preferred realisation was [h], with high levels of elision. Voiced
plosive lenition and elision are widespread in CLS [32], being
found in all social groups to higher or lesser degree.

Figure 1: Spectrogram of the phrase ‘una flecha’ with
a creaky [e] and a devoiced [a] between blue lines.
1.3. The present study
This paper is an exploratory analysis focusing only on a
small subset of the total samples of a larger study. About 16
minutes of spontaneous dialogue recordings were examined,
hoping to obtain a preliminary picture of the allophonic changes
in CLS and a glimpse at how speech timing is implemented in
this variety. The study aims at exploring speech timing in CLS
through rhythm metrics. First, it describes what makes this
variety ‘unique’ at a phonological and phonotactic level by
looking into hiatus resolution or maintenance in sequential
vowels, lenition of consonants, and elision of segments. Then,
it investigates whether these features have any influence on the
results obtained through rhythm metrics: that is, whether the
phonological processes under study contribute to interval
duration variability. It should be noted that this paper does not
intend to place CLS into any category in terms of rhythm, but
rather explore what metrics can reveal about timing in this
variety, and how CLS compares to other varieties. The second
objective is to examine how different methodological
approaches to segmentation could potentially impact the results
of the study of speech timing for spontaneous dialogues.

2. Methodology
2.1. Materials
The materials used for this experiment include the
DiapixUK [40], a dialogic problem-solving task that requires
speakers to ‘spot-the-difference’ between two pictures with
similar scenes, but with changes in terms of objects or actions.

1.2. Chilean Spanish
CLS has been impressionistically qualified as ‘different’ from
other varieties, and there might be some evidence to these
claims. [33] found that PS and CLS not only differ in the
number of phonemes and allophones, but also in a stronger
tendency of the latter towards lenition. One striking
characteristic of CLS, considering its geography, is that most of
the variation is socioeconomic rather than geographic [34, 35].
Regarding the influence of contact with indigenous languages,
[36] demonstrated that the vowel space of CLS is closer to that
of Mapudungún than other varieties of Spanish. The vowel
space of this language is ‘narrower’ than PS and has close
allophones in unstressed position [37]. The influence of other
indigenous languages such as Quechua, Aymara, Kawésqar on

2.2. Participants
Five Chilean females participated of the study. All of them were
university students (mean age = 22) recorded in Santiago, Chile
in August 2019. This was a subset from a sample of 32 speakers,
currently under analysis, and part of a larger study.
2.3. Segmentation
While it is known that segmentation is a somewhat artificial
endeavour [1], consistency in methodology can help the
reliability of this process. This study explores two segmentation
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approaches to see whether they produce similar or different
results. Speech samples were force aligned using
WebMAUSBasic [41] and then manually corrected in Praat
[42] using the standard segmentation criteria in [11], [43], [15],
and [5]. In summary, VC boundaries were placed at the end of
the pitch period, before a break in the formant structure which
includes a dip in sonority. The reverse criteria were used for CV
sequences. Following [5] and [15], pauses were not included in
the analysis, pre-pausal syllables were not discarded,
dysfluencies and one-word backchannels were pruned out.
Subsequently, segments were labelled for lenition, elision,
vowel sequences, vowel devoicing, and voice quality changes
(breathy/creaky phonation). Sequential vowels were considered
as hiatus on the basis of duration and the ‘smoothness’ of the
formant transition between the vowels [44] [45] as well as the
presence of two peaks in sonority; they were considered as
diphthongs or monophthongs if there was only one sonority
peak. Then, F1 and F2 were measured at the 25%, 50%, and
75% mark to determine whether the contact resulted in a
diphthong or monophthong [46]. Spirantised approximants
were segmented following the guidelines in [32], relying on
dips in sonority where there was no evident formant transition;
the whole VCV sequence was excluded if there were no cues to
allow segmentation. Devoiced vowels, creaky and breathy
phonation were identified visually relying on the criteria in [47]
and segmented based on auditory and/or acoustic cues.
As the next step, two more tiers were created, one with a
‘tight’ focus based on acoustic criteria, and the other with a ‘lax’
auditory-phonological approach.


Method one: on-glides [j] and [w] were classified into the
consonantal intervals, vowels were only considered as
such if there was a clear formant pattern and on/off-set of
voicing, breathy and extreme creaky phonation were not
considered as part of the vocalic interval.



Method two: on-glides [j] and [w] were classified into the
vocalic intervals; devoiced, breathy and extreme creaky
phonation were considered as part of the vocalic interval.

3. Results
Table 1 shows the results for the phonological properties of the
samples for each participant. The results for sequential vowels
show a high tendency to resolve hiatuses into either diphthongs
or monophthongs, which means that speakers make shorter
vowel sequences and therefore produce more variability in
vocalic intervals. For the realisation of voiced plosives, it can
be seen that most of these tokens were realised as spirantised
approximants, with some cases of elision. There was also a
small percentage of spirantisation for voiced plosives. As can
be seen for the average duration of plosives, voiceless plosives
were the longest, followed by voiced and spirants. Elision could
have also contributed to the variability of interval duration
given that this occurred in intervocalic position, favouring the
creation of vocalic intervals. Finally, and counter to
expectation, lenition of /s/ was much less widespread in this
sample than previous accounts [34, 39]. Moreover, /s/ sounds
tended to be quite long, so the preference of this latter
realisation could favour longer consonantal intervals when [s]
is present, leading to more variation.
Table 1: Phonological characteristics of the samples
Participant
Sequential vowels
Hiatus (%)
Diphthong (%)
Monophthong (%)
Voiced plosives
Stop (%)
x̄ duration
Spirant (%)
x̄ duration
Elided (%)
Voiceless Plosives
Stop (%)
x̄ duration
Spirant (%)
x̄ duration
/s/ realisations
[s] (%)
x̄ duration
[h] (%)
x̄ duration
Elided (%)

2.4. Rhythm metrics
The following metrics were calculated using the freeware
software Correlatore [48]:
 Vocalic: %V (total duration of vowels divided by
duration of the sample); VarcoV (normalised standard
deviation of vocalic intervals), nPVI-V (normalised
Pairwise Variability Index for vocalic intervals)
 Consonantal: VarcoC (normalised standard deviation of
vocalic intervals), rPVI-C (non-normalised Pairwise
Variability Index for vocalic intervals)

1
47
40.43
34.04
25.53
65
43.08
0.046
29.23
0.046
27.69
103
85.83
0.065
14.17
0.038
85
64.71
0.092
23.53
0.053
11.76

2
44
20.45
31.82
47.73
46
45.65
0.084
39.13
0.053
15.22
76
95.00
0.070
5.00
0.039
65
70.77
0.077
26.15
0.680
3.08

3
20
55.00
20.00
25.00
45
46.67
0.056
42.22
0.049
11.11
67
93.06
0.080
6.94
0.062
42
57.14
0.109
38.10
0.062
4.76

4
59
49.15
23.73
27.12
67
35.82
0.055
40.30
0.053
23.88
104
87.39
0.065
12.61
0.045
103
86.41
0.071
7.77
0.058
5.83

5
39
35.90
38.46
25.64
31
22.58
0.045
54.84
0.055
22.58
68
90.67
0.071
9.33
0.047
50
74.0
0.087
10.0
0.034
16.00

Table 2 shows the results obtained for rhythm metrics using
two different methods. In general terms, it can be said that CLS
has greater consonantal and vocalic variability than that which

Table 1: Results for rhythm metrics in this study.
Participant
1
2
3
4
5

Method
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

intV
338
373
259
297
231
241
351
393
225
246

intC
327
363
250
280
223
238
369
398
222
233

V%
49.18 (1.54)
49.52 (1.45)
50.64 (1.83)
51.45 (1.46)
49.59 (1.74)
50.20 (1.68)
47.31 (1.39)
49.89 (1.28)
46.06 (1.75)
48.22 (1.32)

VarcoV
75.05 (3.34)
73.16 (3.24)
78.56 (3.96)
82.78 (3.54)
70.02 (3.67)
78.21 (3.79)
66.84 (2.79)
67.50 (2.59)
74.89 (4.86)
71.62 (4.73)
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VarcoC
62.98 (2.54)
61.21 (2.35)
52.01 (3.43)
46.17 (2.48)
51.08 (3.22)
44.21 (2.97)
64.07 (2.32)
54.68 (1.98)
54.47 (2.78)
49.89 (3.05)

nPVI-V
57.29 (3.50)
55.08 (3.45)
56.23 (4.38)
54.53 (3.24)
55.40 (3.80)
57.20 (4.57)
54.99 (2.80)
50.99 (2.46)
51.01 (3.55)
46.42 (3.19)

rPVI-C
46.57 (3.00)
45.24 (2.81)
46.26 (5.97)
41.76 (3.55)
55.14 (4.42)
45.78 (3.65)
52.86 (4.57)
43.47 (3.31)
46.58 (4.50)
39.43 (4.80)

has been reported for other varieties of Spanish. However, there
are differences between using one or the other method. V%
values in method one are lower than for two, which means that
the former favoured the creation of consonantal intervals. Also,
removing breathy and creaky portions led to shorter vowels and
therefore a lower V%. Similarly, the differences for VarcoC,
(Figure 2), could be accounted for because of methodological
choices. Placing onglides in the intervocalic interval would
mean a higher number of consonants together which may give
the impression of more complex clusters. Placing devoiced
vowels as consonants might have also influenced to these
results by favouring the creation of longer and more complex
consonant intervals. Though the differences are not always
huge (as is the case of P1), the tendency is for the metrics
obtained with method one to be more ‘extreme’ than method
two. It could be said that method one represents CLS as having
more variability than it probably does. It is unclear which
method is more faithful to the nature of speech timing in CLS.

potentially lead to consonant interval variability. In the case of
s-lenition, this was not as extensive as expected for this variety,
and the duration of [s] tokens was much longer than [h] tokens
and even plosives. The presence of this allophone over lenited
or elided forms, could also be a factor in the results reported for
consonant interval durations. The results obtained from the
rhythm metrics chosen for this analysis do reveal that this
variety of Spanish has more consonantal and vocalic durational
variation than other accounts in the literature. The phonological
characteristics of CLS discussed here may influence the values
obtained for rhythm metrics, but more research is needed to
establish a connection. Knowing how other varieties behave
could also shed some light on the relationship between
phonological processes and timing.

Figure 3: Average nPVI-V vs. rPVI-C for Chilean Spanish
using two methods compared to other studies.
In the case of VarcoV, the results for CLS are quite close to
the results obtained for English or Dutch in [15], or Porteño in
[17]. In terms of nPVI-V, CLS shows more variability than PS
and other LAS varieties, either revealing some level of vowel
reduction or reflecting the anti-hiatic tendency of CLS, where
diphthongs would be shorter than monophthongs. It appears to
be close to most varieties of Spanish for rPVI-C and VarcoC.
However, the results in this study varied depending on the
method used. The more ‘acoustic’ approach of method one, that
favours the creation of consonantal intervals, probably skews
the results and favours more interval variability, suggesting that
the language is more variable in terms of timing than it is. It is
likely that method two is more faithful to CLS given that is
favours the creation of CV sequences. Also, the task type used
to elicit the data impacts the results given that spontaneous
speech is more variable than read speech.
To conclude, this study offers a preview into the
implementation of speech timing in CLS. It analysed some of
the most noteworthy phonological phenomena of CLS, with the
aim of establishing a link between these and the results obtained
for vocalic and intervocalic variability as measured using
rhythm metrics. This link is yet to be found and more data is
needed to carry out statistical analyses to show a connection, if
any. What is evident form this study is that CLS is more
variable in terms of intervals, especially vocalic, than most
varieties of Spanish. Also, being transparent about the methods
used is essential, given that results may be altered by
methodological choices. That said, transparency, together with
an understanding of the phonology of CLS, can help understand
what makes the “other” Spanish unique in terms of timing.

Figure 2: Comparison of VarcoC for the two methods;
method one in black, method two in blue.
Figure 3 shows a comparison between this study of CLS
and other varieties previously reported in the literature. At first
sight, vocalic and consonantal variability in CLS is higher than
most varieties in these studies for vocalic interval duration.
Mexican Spanish was the only variety with higher nPVI-V and
rPVI-C, which could be due to the variability in vowel length
[26]. Also, there is a clear influence of methodology in these
results. Mexican Spanish in [6] and the Castilian and Porteño
samples in [17] are from spontaneous monologues, while the
other data samples were elicited from read text. As seen in
Figure 3, Mexican and Porteño Spanish are the closest to the
samples in this experiment, pointing to the fact that spontaneous
speech is clearly more variable than read speech. Nevertheless,
the Castilian sample in [17] has lower nPVI-V and rPVI-C
values than CLS, which reinforces the idea that this variety has
more interval duration variation than PS.

4. Discussion
Regarding the first aim, characterising CLS in terms of the
phonological processes, it can be said that speakers in this study
favoured the production of diphthongs and monophthongs over
hiatuses. There was also a tendency to realise voiced plosives
as spirantised approximants, extending this approximation to
voiceless stops. This alternation in the realisation of stops could
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